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Capio AB (publ) is a leading, pan-European healthcare provider offering a broad range of high quality medical, surgical and 
psychiatric healthcare services through its hospitals, specialist clinics and primary care units. Capio operates in five countries; 
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, France and Germany. In 2017, Capio’s 13,314 employees (average full-time equivalents) provided 
healthcare services during 5.1 million patient visits across the Group’s facilities, generating net sales of MSEK 15,327. Capio 
operates across three geographic segments: Nordic (57% of Group net sales 2017), France (35% of Group net sales 2017) and 
Germany (8% of Group net sales 2017). For more information about Capio, please see www.capio.com. 

 
 
Capio confirms talks about possible structural changes 
 
 
In response to market rumours, Capio confirms ongoing discussions relating to possible 
divestments of its non-Nordic operations. 
 
Capio continuously evaluates different alternatives to drive growth and create shareholder value. As 
part of assessing several alternatives, Capio has been approached by potential buyers and has 
engaged in discussions concerning its non-Nordic operations.  
 
With Capio’s strong base in Modern Medicine and strategic direction towards specialization and 
digitalization, the board of directors of Capio sees it logical to evaluate these approaches in order to 
assess whether they are value creating for Capio’s shareholders and reflect the full value of Capio’s 
non-Nordic operations. 
 
The board of directors of Capio believes a repositioning of Capio towards the Nordic markets has the 
potential to enhance the ability to deliver Capio’s strategic focus on specialization and digitalization, 
thus driving shareholder value.  
 
Capio will return with more information once available. Please note that no decisions have been made 
regarding potential structural changes. 
 
 
Contact: 
 

Henrik Brehmer, Senior Vice President Group Communication & Public Affairs 
Telephone: +46 761 11 34 14 
 

 
This is information that Capio AB (publ) is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. 
The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact person set out above, at 00:20 
(CET) on June 25, 2018. 
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